
Halbach Seidenbänder
Pure nature: The trend is also omnipresent in deco ribbons and cords

Halbach Seidenbänder, the specialist for decorative ribbons, fabrics and 
accessories, continues to aspire to products with natural charm this season.

Megatrend naturalness
In an increasingly digitized world, we yearn for soothing balance, practicing "Digital Detox". Why else is 
hiking, gardening and being outdoors more popular than ever? The desire for a natural experience with all 
senses does not stop at products! No wonder that natural materials with authentic surfaces are in vogue.

Not only since yesterday ...
… decoration ribbons, cords and decorative fabrics made of natural materials have a permanent place in 
Halbach's range. Currently they are experiencing a boom!
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Halbachs natural range
These natural materials inspire with their typical properties:
• fibrous jute - as a cord, ribbon and fabric - by its rough grip
• recycled cotton cord through its sustainability
• fine linen ribbons thanks to their noble appearance
• matt paper knitted tube and woven ribbon made of paper yarn with amazing 

suppleness
• pleasing cotton crochet lace thanks to its fine stitch pattern
• handmade wool cord and ribbon by their soft nature
• supple cork ribbon with its special look

Variety of colours
Anyone who loves colours as much as the natural look does not have to choose either or. Thanks to the 
large colour selection, nothing remains to be desired. The palette ranges from soft pastels to rich tones. 
For each product, the colours are determined individually - always perfectly suited to the respective 
habitus! Who loves it completely natural: All products of the nature group are of course available in the 
typical earthy-natural nuances.

Perfect supplement
By the way: In addition to textile diversity, the Halbach collection also has trendy wooden accessories - 
which are also a perfect match for the natural trend.

Good to know
Natural materials are not suitable for all purposes. You still do not want to miss out on the natural look? 
The ribbon specialist has numerous products in the assortment, which look very natural and score, for 
example, with a casual linen structure.
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